
Solutions for the problems of the Autumn round of the 30th Tournament of TownsA-level, Juniors1. Clearly, the western half of the board has 50 Queens, as does the northern half of the board.Assume by symmetry that the northwestern quadrant is empty. Then 50 Queens must be in thesouthwestern quadrant and another 50 in the northeastern quadrant. Hene the southeasternquadrant is also empty. However, the squares in the southwestern and the northeastern quadrantsall lie on 99 diagonals going between the southwest and the northeast. By the Pigeonhole Priniple,two of the Queens will be on squares of the same diagonal, and hene attak eah other. This isa ontradition. Hene no quadrants may be empty. (Andy Liu)2. Answer: yes, it is possible.Suppose the stones are a, b, , d grams in weight.First solution.For instane, the following 4 weighings suit:1) one sale ontains the stones a, b, and the other one ontains the stones , d;2) one sale ontains a, , and the other one ontains b, d;3) one sale ontains a, d, and the other one ontains b, ;4) one sale is empty, and the other one ontains a, b, , d.Let b = a + x,  = a + y, d = a + z. First three weighings determine (by adding up theirresults) the di�erene between 3a+ (b+ + d) and 2(b+ + d), that is, x+ y + z, aurate to 1.The last weighing determines a + b + + d = 4a + (x + y + z) aurate to 1. Note that only onemistake is possible. Hene we know the di�erene between (x+ y + z) and 4a+ (x+ y + z), thatis, 4a, up to 1. Then we immediately determine a using division by 4. Similarly we �nd b, , d.Seond solution.For instane, the following 4 weighings suit:1) one sale ontains a, b, , and the other one ontains d;2) one sale ontains a, b, d, and the other one ontains ;3) one sale ontains a, , d, and the other one ontains b;4) one sale ontains b, , d, and the other one ontains a.Reading the balane, we obtain the following numbers (not more than one of them may bewrong):x = a + b+ � d; y = a+ b� + d; z = a� b+ + d; t = �a + b + + d:Now we solve this system: for example, to �nd a, we add up three �rst equations and subtratthe fourth one to get 4a = (x + y + z � t), whene a = (x + y + z � t)=4. Similarly we �ndb,  and d. Possibly we know just one of numbers x, y, z, t with an error of 1 gram. Hene inthe expressions for a, b, , d the numerators may be not divisible by 4. But their true values arereovered immediately (adding or subtrating 1 to get a numerator divisible by 4). This makes itpossible to determine the weights of the stones.3. Answer: 1/2.Let us slightly paraphrase the problem. Extend median AD by its length beyond point D toobtain point D0. Then CABD0 is a parallelogram (beause the diagonals of this quadrilateral arebiseted by the intersetion point), hene angle DAB equals angle DD0C. Sine the sum of anglesCAB and ACD0 of the parallelogram equals 180Æ, angle CAB is obtuse i� angle ACD0 is aute.The resulting statement: knowing only the length of side AD0 (equal to the doubled length ofAD), Elias managed to prove that in triangle CAD0, the angles adjaent to side CD0 are aute.For what ratio of sides AC and AD0 is it possible?Clearly, if triangle CAD0 is isoseles (AC = AD0 = 2AD), then the angles adjaent to the baseare aute (sine they are equal and their sum is less than 180Æ). Thus the value AD=AC = 1=2�ts (and Elias's assertion is proven for this ase).If triangle CAD0 is not isoseles (AC 6= AD0), then take for example the greater of sides ACand AD0 as the hypotenuse, and the smaller one as a leg and onstrut triangle CAD0 suh thatone of angles ACD0 or AD0C is right. Now omplete parallelogram CABD0 and �nd triangle



CAB, whih ould well be drawn by Serge. In this triangle, either angle DAB is right or angleCAB is right. Thus Elias annot prove his assertion for AD=AC 6= 1=2.4. Answer: yes, it an.See an example in the �gure:

5. First solution. Expand the expression (1 + a1)(1 + a2) : : : (1 + an) to obtain the sum1+ (a1 + � � �+ an) + (a1a2+ � � �+ an�1an) + (a1a2a3 + : : : an�2an�1an) + � � �+ a1a2 : : : an: The �rstparentheses ontain just the sum of a1, . . . , an. The summands in the seond parentheses areproduts of pairs of a1, . . . , an. The summands in the third parentheses are produts of triples ofa1, . . . , an, and so on. Clearly the sum in the seond parentheses does not exeed (a1+ � � �+ an)2,the sum in the third parentheses does not exeed (a1 + � � �+ an)3, and so on. Hene our produtdoes not exeed 1 + 12 + 14 + 18 + � � �+ 12n = 2� 12n < 2.Seond solution. Let us prove by indution that for all k from 1 to n we have (1 + a1)(1 +a2) : : : (1 + ak) < 1 + 2(a1 + � � �+ ak) .For k = 1 the assertion is obvious (1 + a1 < 1 + 2a1 sine a1 is positive).The indution step is as follows.Suppose that for some k, k < n, we have (1 + a1)(1 + a2) : : : (1 + ak) < 1 + 2(a1 + � � �+ ak).Multiply this inequality by (1 + ak+1) to get(1 + a1)(1 + a2) : : : (1 + ak+1) < (1 + 2(a1 + � � �+ ak))(1 + ak+1) 66 1 + 2(a1 + � � �+ ak) + ak+1(1 + 2 � 12) = 1 + 2(a1 + � � �+ ak+1):The assertion is proved.Take k = n to obtain (1 + a1)(1 + a2) : : : (1 + an) < 1 + 2(a1 + � � � + an) < 1 + 2 � 12 = 2 asrequired.Remark for advaned readers. In fat, we have a sharper inequality. It is possible to prove thatfor a1 + � � �+ an being onstant, the expression (1 + a1)(1 + a2) : : : (1 + an) attains its maximumwhen a1, . . . , an are equal. Hene(1 + a1)(1 + a2) : : : (1 + an) 6 �1 + 12n�n =s�1 + 12n�2n:As is known from the ourse of alulus, the radiand does not exeed the Neper onstant (theEuler onstant) e = 2; 71828::, whene (1 + a1)(1 + a2) : : : (1 + an) < pe = 1; 64::.By the way, the inequality �1 + 12n�n � 2 is equivalent to �1� 12n+1�n � 12 , whih is animmediate onsequene of the Bernoulli inequality.6. Denote the meet of CC1 and A0B0 by C 0, the midpoint of AC by MB, and the midpoint ofBC by MA. Note that quadrilateral CB0MBC 0 is insribed sine \CC 0B0 = \CMBB0. SimilarlyCA0MAC 0 is insribed. Hene \CC 0MB = \CC 0MA = 90Æ + '. Draw lines through verties Aand B, parallel to MBC 0, MAC 0 respetively. Suppose they meet at point C 00. Using similarity,we see that C 00 lies on line CC 0. At the same time, CC 0 is a bisetor in triangle AC 00B. By the



well-known fat that a bisetor ontains the midpoint of the orresponding ar of the irumirle,we have \AC1B = 180Æ � 2(90Æ � ') = 2'.7. a) Let bn be 1 if the greatest odd divisor of n has residue 1 modulo 4, and let it be �1otherwise. Then an = b1 + b2 + � � �+ bn.Let us write the sequene of numbers bn in rows so that the length of the �rst row be 1, thelength of the seond row be 2, . . . , the length of the kth row be 2k�1:b1;b2; b3;b4; b5; b6; b7;: : : ;b2k�1 ; : : : ; b2k�1;: : : The �rst �ve rows are as follows:1;1;�1;1; 1;�1;�1;1; 1; 1;�1;�1; 1;�1;�1;1; 1; 1;�1; 1; 1;�1;�1;�1; 1; 1;�1;�1; 1;�1;�1;Note that eah row beginning with the third one is obtained from the preeding row by insertingalternating 1 and �1 between its elements. (For learness, numbers from the preeding row areprinted in bold fae.) Indeed, b2m = bm for any m; the (k + 1)th row has the formb2k ; b2k+1; b2k+2; b2k+3; b2k+4; b2k+5; : : :whih redues tob2k�1 ; 1; b2k�1+1;�1; b2k�1+2; 1; : : :We have used the fat that 2k is a multiple of 4 for k > 1.Let us prove that the total sum of the kth row is 0 for k > 1. We shall use indution in k.The base b2 + b3 = 0 is obvious.Assume that the sum of the numbers in the kth row is 0. Sine the elements of the (k + 1)throw are elements of the kth row plus an even number of alternating 1 and �1's, the total sum ofthe (k + 1)th row is 0.This easily implies (again by indution) that a2k�1 = 1 for any k > 0, so the number 1 oursin the sequene (an) in�nitely many times.b) Now we will prove that, for k > 1, the kth row has some initial part with sum of elementsequal to k � 1. We will use indution. The base is again obvious.Denote by mk the length of the initial part of the kth row with sum k � 1. For even mk,take mk+1 = 2mk � 1, and for odd mk, take mk+1 = 2mk. Consider �rst mk+1 elements of the(k+1)th row. In any ase, learly, the initial part of the (k+1)th row of length mk+1 is obtainedby inserting an odd number of alternating 1 and �1's between the elements of the initial part ofthe kth row. Thus the sum inreases by 1 as required.By the proof of part a), we have a2k�1�1 = 1. This orresponds to the end of the (k�1)th row.Hene a2k�1�1+mk = k. Sine an hanges by 1 (in some diretion) as n inreases by 1, we onludethat an neessarily takes all integer values from 1 to k as n takes integer values from 2k�1 � 1 to2k�1� 1+mk. This implies that eah positive integer ours in the sequene (an) in�nitely manytimes.Criteria for examinationAs usual, "+" marks any orret solution, "+�" marks a solution with a signi�ant but easilyremovable gap, "�+" marks a wrong solution however ontaining a signi�ant advane, "�" marksa wrong solution, and "0" means that the problem has not been written down. The marks "+.""�." mark less signi�ant gaps (advanes) than "�" and "�". The mark "+/2" is used in spei�



ases when the text ontains a valid idea however insuÆiently developed to onsider the problemas solved. This mark is used also in the ase when the problem naturally divides into two partsand just one of them has been solved. If the judges wish to emphasize an unusual progress of thestudent (oniseness of the solution, its beauty, an extension of the result of the problem et.),this is marked by "+!".In examination of a large number of papers, there arise typial ases whih need a spei�ationwhether a gap (an advane) is signi�ant. These ases are desribed below.O-level, JuniorsProblem 1.� The boxes are ordered by inreasing number of penils in them, and penils are hosenonseutively. But the key assertion is laking: that eah box ontains more penils than it washosen from the preeding boxes. For example, it is only said that the box at hand ontains penilsof another olor than the preeding box.Problem 2.� An error in alulation, resulting in a wrong answer, but suh that its orretion leads tothe orret answer.� and better The idea of onsidering pairs of numbers with di�erene 50 and taking a singlenumber from eah pair.�: Only orret answer 2525 or the answer and spei� ases of the hoie of numbers.Problem 3.� A solution only for the ase of a regular triangle.Problem 5.� All meetings only at the start point.� The idea that meetings will repeat after the same interval of time.A-level, JuniorsProblem 1.� The problem is solved but there is no proof for the assertion that if a orner square doesnot ontain queens then eah square adjaent (by side) to it ontains 50 queens.� Only the proof for the assertion that if a orner square does not ontain queens then eahsquare adjaent (by side) to it ontains 50 queens.Problem 2.� Only a orret example of weighings without a proof.Problem 3.� The assertion that if the ratio exeeds 1=2 then some angle an be aute, if the ratio is lessthan 1=2 then another angle an be obtuse, and the ratio 1=2 �ts. In all three ases there areattempts to use moving of the third vertex of the triangle but the argument is not strit.+=2 Only the orret ratio is determined (with a proof), or there is only a proof of Elias'sassertion for this ratio.� The inequality is proved in a single diretion (for instane, that AD=AC does not exeed1=2).� A half of Elias's assertion is proved (for instane, that \BAC is aute) for the ratio 1=2.�: Only the answer.Problem 4.�: It is proved that the roads of the same olor form a yle without self-intersetions.�: It is proved that eah road must interset a road of another olor.Problem 5.The mark is not dereased for the lak of the proof that the sum of a geometrial progressionwith ratio 1=2 and the �rst term 1=2 is less than 1.+ The mark is not dereased for referring to Cauhy inequality or to the fat that the produtattains its maximum in the ase of equal fators.



� The assertion without a orret proof that the problem redues to the ase a1 = � � � = an,and a solution for this ase.� The problem is redued to the ase a1 = � � � = an without further advane.� The idea that after removing parenthesis, the terms an be grouped and the sum an beestimated by a geometrial progression, but this is not proved.� Only the ase n = 2 is onsidered.Problem 6.�: Only the answer.Problem 7a).�: The assertion without a proof that if an = 1 then a2n+1 = 1 as well.�: The assertion without a proof that the members of the sequene numbered by 2n � 1 areequal to 1.� The assertion that for odd numbers, the residues modulo 4 of the greatest odd divisoralternate and that for an even number and its half, the residues modulo 4 of the greatest odddivisor oinide, with no further advane.� The same as in the last item plus the assertion: hene the sum of residues modulo 4 ofgreatest odd divisors of odd numbers equals 0, the similar argument for even numbers and theassertion (without an argument) that 1 will our in�nitely many times.Problem 7b).� For some segment [ak; bk℄ obtained by doubling the preeding segment, there is an attemptto prove that it ontains the number k, but this is wrong for this segment.



Solutions for the problems of the Autumn round of the 30th Tournament of TownsA-level, Seniors1. Answer: 5=4.Consider 2nd, 4th, and 6th vertial lines and similarly 2nd, 4th, and 6th horizontal lines.These lines divide the board into 16 retangles, eah being divided into 4 ells olored as on ahessboard. If in eah of these retangles, the ratio of the total area of white ells to that of blakells does not exeed 5=4, then this is true for the whole board (indeed, if in the ith retangle,ai is the area of white ells, bi is the area of blak ells, and ai � (5=4)bi, then add up all theseinequalities to obtain the required inequality for the whole board).Now onsider a single retangle divided into 4 ells. Let the lengths of its sides be x (horizontal)and y (vertial). Clearly the length of the horizontal side of some white ell at least x=2. We mayassume that it is the upper left ell. We an move down the horizontal line dividing the retangleuntil the ratio of areas of the upper left (white) ell and the lower left (blak) ell beomes equal to2. The ondition that the area of any white ell does not exeed the doubled area of any blak ellstill holds, and the total area of white ells ould only inrease (or not hange). Further shiftingof the line would violate this ondition. Now we may similarly move to the right the vertial linedividing the retangle (until the area of the upper left ell beomes equal to the doubled area ofthe upper right ell). Now the sides of the upper left ell are equal to 2x=3 and 2y=3, the totalarea of white ells is 4xy=9 + xy=9 = 5xy=9, and that of blak ells is xy � 5xy=9 = 4xy=9. Nowthe ratio of these areas is 5=4, and the initial ratio does not exeed it.It remains to give an example when the required ratio equals 5=4 in eah of 16 retangles.Divide the board so that these 16 retangles are equal squares, the upper left ell of eah square isa square, and its sides are twie as long as the sides of the lower right ell. Clearly this dissetionis possible and gives the required example.2. Answer: not neessarily true.Below is some example whih is desribed rather easily. Suppose in the spae three diretionsare �xed: up and down, to the right and to the left, bak and forth. Fill in the spae by ubes ina usual way. Now hoose some ube. Six in�nite olumns, one ube thik, are adjaent to it: twoparallel olumns at the left and at the right direted up and down, two olumns from the frontand from behind direted to the right and to the left, and two olumns from below and from abovedireted bak and forth. Shift eah olumns in its diretion by the half-side of the ube (shift �rsttwo layers up, the next two to the left, and the next two forth). The spae is still �lled up butthe hosen ube has no entire fae in ommon with any other ube.3. The seond player an always win. Consider two ases.Suppose N > 2 is odd.We will prove that the seond player an join two greatest piles at eah move.At the �rst move, the �rst player neessarily makes a pile of two nuts, and after that the seondplayer makes a pile of three nuts. Then the situation is as follows: the greatest pile ontains anodd number of nuts, and eah of other piles ontains a single nut.Now the �rst player has two possibilities. Either he makes a pile of two nuts, and then theseond player adds it to the greatest pile. Or he inreases the greatest pile by one nut, and thenit ontains an even number of nuts. Sine N is odd, there remains at least one pile onsistingof a single nut, and the seond player an add this nut to the greatest pile, so that we have thedesribed situation again.We see that the seond player always an make a move. Finally the piles will be over, and the�rst player will lose.Now suppose N > 2 is even.Note that eah move of eah player dereases the number of piles by 1. Therefore, the numberof piles after eah move of the �rst player is odd. Let the seond player at as in the ase of oddN until there are only three piles before his move.



If eah of two "little" piles ontains a single nut, he just unites the "little" piles and leaves twopiles with even number of nuts, and the �rst player loses. If the "little" piles ontain one and twonuts then he adds one nut to the greatest pile (and the �rst player loses as well).4. Let O be the point of meet for the diagonals of trapezoid ABCD.Sine quadrilateral A1BCD is insribed, we have BO � OD = A1O � OC (by similarity oftriangles BOA1 and COD). Similarly, BO � OD = AO � OC1, AO � OC = BO � OD1, andAO �OC = B1O �OD.The �rst two equations implyOC=AO = OC1=A1O, the two others implyBO=OD = B1O=OD1.Note that parallelism of sides BC and AD in trapezoid ABCD may be expressed in the formBO=OD = OC=AO (by similarity of triangles BOC and DOA).But then (by the above) BO1=OD1 = OC1=A1O, so sides B1C1 and A1D1 are parallel.Similarly we verify that non-parallelism of sides AB and CD implies non-parallelism of sidesA1B1 and C1D1.Thus A1B1C1D1 is a trapezoid as required.5. Let bn be 1 if the greatest odd divisor of n has residue 1 modulo 4, and �1 otherwise. Thenan = b1 + b2 + � � �+ bn.We will prove by indution that a2k�1 = 1. The base is orret. Suppose a2k�1 = 1. Notethat bm = b2k+m for m < 2k and m 6= 2k�1. Indeed, if m = a � 2l, where a is odd, then2k +m = (2k�l + a) � 2l, where l < k, so 2k�l + a is the greatest odd divisor of 2k�1 +m. Sinem 6= 2k�1, we have k > l + 1, so 2k�l is a multiple of 4.For m = 2k�1, we have m + 2k = 3 � 2k�1, hene bm = 1 and bm+2k = �1. Therefore,(b2k+1 + b2k+2 + � � �+ b2k+1�1) = (b1 + b2 + � � �+ b2k�1)� 2.Then, by the indution hypothesis and by the above,b1 + b2 + � � �+ b2k+1�1 = (b1 + b2 + � � �+ b2k�1) + b2k + (b2k+1 + b2k+2 + � � �+ b2k+1�1) == 2 � (b1 + b2 + � � �+ b2k�1)� 2 + b2k = 2 � 1� 2 + 1 = 1:Now we will prove by indution that in the segment 1 : : : 2k� 1 the sequene an takes value k.For the �rst two segments this is true. Suppose ax = n � 1 where x < 2n�1. We will prove thata2n+x = n + 1. Indeed, by indution and by the aboveb1 + b2 + � � �+ b2n+x = (b1 + b2 + � � �+ b2n�1) + b2n + (b2n+1 + b2n+2 + � � �+ b2n+x) == 1 + 1 + (b1 + b2 + � � �+ bx) = n+ 1:Note that in the segment 2n� 1 : : : 2n+ x the sequene takes all values from 1 to n+1. Heneeah number ours in�nitely many times in the sequene.Remark: the solution implies that a2n+2n�2+2n�4+::: = n+ 1:6. We may assume that the leading oeÆient of P (x) equals 1. If the degree of P (x) is even,then we have P (x) > 0 for suÆiently great absolute values of x, and there exist only �nitelymany pairs of integers m;n suh that P (m)+P (n) = 0. Hene the degree of P (x) is odd (we willuse this without reminding).Note that P (x) tends to in�nity as x ! 1, and monotonously inreases starting from somex. Similarly, P (x) tends to �1 as x! �1, and monotonously dereases starting from some x.At the same time, for a given n, there exist at most �nitely many values of m suh thatP (m) = �P (n) (beause a polynomial an take the same spei� value only in a �nite number ofpoints, not exeeding its degree).The above implies that, for any given number C, there exist pairs of numbers m;n suh thatP (m) + P (n) = 0, m and n have di�erent sign, and their absolute values exeed C.Suppose the degree of P (x) is k, and P (x) = xk + axk�1 + : : : (here and in the sequel, dotsdenote the terms of lower degrees). Clearly there exists d suh that P (x � d) has the formxk + bxk�2 + : : : , that is, the oeÆient at the (k � 1)th degree is zero. Indeed, P (x � d) =



(x�d)k+a(x�d)k�1+ � � � = xk�kdxk�1+axk�1+ : : : , and we an take a=k for d. We will provethat point (d; 0) is the enter of symmetry for the graph. Denote P (x� d) by Q(x). It suÆes toprove that Q(x) = �Q(�x) for all x.Thus Q(x) = xk + bxk�2 + : : : and we know that the equation Q(m) +Q(n) = 0 has in�nitelymany solutions m; n suh that m � d and n � d are integers. Take one of these solutions m >0; n < 0 with a suÆiently large absolute value. We will prove that jmj = jnj. Suppose jmj < jnj,for instane, n = �m� 1. ThenQ(m) +Q(n) = Q(m) +Q(�m� 1) == mk + bmk�2 + � � �+ (�m� 1)k + b(�m � 1)k�2 + � � � == �kmk�1 +R(m);where R(x) is some polynomial of degree k�2. Ifm is suÆiently large then kmk�1 is muh greaterthan jR(m)j, so the sum �kmk�1 +R(m) is negative. When jnj inreases, the sum Q(m) +Q(n)dereases (beause Q(n) dereases). Hene jmj < jnj is impossible for suÆiently large absolutevalues of m and n. Similarly jmj > jnj is impossible. Hene there exist in�nitely many numbersm suh that Q(m)+Q(�m) = 0, that is, the polynomial Q(x)+Q(�x) has in�nitely many roots.This is possible only if it is zero polynomial, that is, we have the identity Q(x) +Q(�x) = 0. Butthis just means that the graph of Q(x) is symmetrial in point (0; 0), and so the graph of P (x) issymmetrial in (d; 0).7. a) Answer: yes, he an.In the �rst 29 attempts let Vitor answer as follows: in the kth attempt he answers " yes" tothe kth question and "no" to all other questions. Note that any two attempts among the �rst29 ones di�er just in two answers. Hene the numbers of orret answers in these two attemptseither are equal or di�er by 2. If in some two attempts, say ith and jth, the numbers of orretanswers di�er by 2, then we immediately know orret answers to the ith and the jth question.Then we may ompare, for instane, the ith attempt with all the others to know orret answersto questions 1{29. Now we an learn the answer to question 30 from the �rst attempt: it suÆesto ount the number of orret answers to the �rst 29 questions and to ompare it with theinformation on the number of orret answers in the �rst attempt.In the remaining ase, the numbers of orret answers in any two attempts from the �rst tothe 29th one are equal. This means that the answers to questions 1{29 are idential. But thenthe information on the number of orret answers in the �rst attempt shows whether these are"yes" or "no" (in the �rst ase the number of orret answers is 1 or 2, in the seond ase it is 28or 29). After that we learn the answer to question 30 (also from the �rst attempt).Note that this method works if the total number of questions in the test is at least 5.b) Divide the questions of the test into groups of 5 questions eah (questions 1{5, 6{10 et.).In the �rst attempt we answer "no" to all questions.Now we will show how to learn orret answers to all questions of the �rst group during 4 nextattempts. We answer "no" to questions from 6 to 30, and we answer to questions from 1 to 5 asfollows:2nd attempt: "yes" to all �ve questions;3rd attempt: "no" to questions 1 and 2 ("yes" to the remaining three questions);4th attempt: "no" to questions 1 and 3 ("yes" to the remaining three questions);5th attempt: "no" to questions 1 and 4 ("yes" to the remaining three questions).Note that the information on the number of orret answers in the �rst and in the seondattempt shows, for instane, the number of orret answers to questions from 1 to 5 in the �rstattempt.If in the seond attempt the answers to questions 1 and 2 are both orret or both inorretthen after the third attempt we know answers to questions 1 and 2, after the fourth attempt toquestion 3, after the �fth attempt to question 4, and then we know the answer to question 5 as



well (sine we know the number of orret answers to questions 1 { 5 in the seond attempt).Similarly for questions 1, 3 and 1, 4. It remains to onsider the ase when in the seond attemptjust one of the answers to questions 1, 2 is orret, and similarly for answers to questions 1, 3 andto questions 1, 4. That is, in the seond attempt the answers to questions 1, 2, 3 were either allorret or all inorret.But we already know what answers to questions 1 { 5 are more numerous, orret or inorret(if we answer "no" to all of them). So we know answers to questions 2, 3, 4, hene to question 1,and then to question 5.Similarly we learn answers to questions of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th group (spending 4 attemptseah time). Thus 1 + 4 � 5 = 21 attempts enable us to learn answers to questions 1 | 25. Nowobserve that we an learn the answers to the questions of the last group in 3 attempts sine wealready know the number of orret answers to these questions in the �rst attempt. Thus 24attempts suÆe.Criteria for examination.As usual, "+" marks any orret solution, "+�" marks a solution with a signi�ant but easilyremovable gap, "�+" marks a wrong solution however ontaining a signi�ant advane, "�" marksa wrong solution, and "0" means that the problem has not been written down. The marks "+.""�." mark less signi�ant gaps (advanes) than "�" and "�". The mark "+/2" is used in spei�ases when the text ontains a valid idea however insuÆiently developed to onsider the problemas solved. This mark is used also in the ase when the problem naturally divides into two partsand just one of them has been solved. If the judges wish to emphasize an unusual progress of thestudent (oniseness of the solution, its beaty, an extension of the result of the problem et.), thisis marked by "+!".In examination of a large number of papers, there arise typial ases whih need a spei�ationwhether a gap (an advane) is signi�ant. These ases are desribed below.O-level, Seniors.Problem 2.+� The values x1 = 1 and x2 = 0 have been found and the equality x3 + � � � + xn = 0 hasbeen proved but the answer is laking (the solution is inomplete)�+ The proof for x3 + � � �+ xn = 0 with no further advane�+ The values x1 = 1 and x2 = 0 have been found with no further advane (no idea thatx3 + � � �+ xn = 0)Problem 3.The onsideration of the single ase of regular 30-gon is evaluated not better than �++: The presented argument works only for the ase when the enter of the irle lies inside30-gon�: The idea is delared but not realized to make the length of A1A2 and the area of OA1BA2numerially equalProblem 5.� For oloring of spei� pitures only or for oloring of small parts of adjaent retangles(loal onstrution)A-level. SeniorsProblem 1.+: A orret argument for the ase of the retangle 2� 2, an example for the board 8� 8, andthe assertion that if the ratio does not exeed 5=4 in eah of 16 retangles 2� 2 then the same istrue for the large retangle (the proof is not presented as obvious)+� A orret argument for the ase of the retangle 2 � 2, an example for the board 8 � 8,but a wrong proof for the assertion that if the ratio does not exeed 5=4 in eah of 16 retangles2� 2, then the same is true for the large retangle.



+� The estimate without an example.�+ A orret argument only for the retangle 2� 2Problem 2.+� A orret example without suÆient explanation (for example, no explanation how toextend the onstrution to the whole spae)Problem 3.+� A orret argument only for the even ase�+ A orret argument only for the odd aseProblem 5.�+ The proof for Á2n�1 = 1Problem 7a).+� A orret algorithm with no explanation+� Minor gaps in the algorithm (for instane, an easily removable error in onsideration ofsome subase)Problem 7b).+� Minor gaps in the algorithm (in this ase, 7a)b) was evaluated as + +�)


